
E N - T R A N C E D
W A L K I N G  B E T W E E N  T H E  W O R L D S

A WEEKEND WORKSHOP WITH YA’ACOV DARLING KHAN

LUZERN, 30 MAY -  1 JUN 2019
INFORMATION: VEREIN DYNAMO.CH

INFORMATION, BOOKING & PAYMENT: KF-EVENTS.CH

REMEMBERING THE INNER SHAMAN THROUGH MOVEMENT MEDICINE PRACTICE.



The Inner Shaman walks between the worlds of so-called dream and so-called 
reality. They are an enigmatic character, living out on the edge of the psyche, 
conversing with the spirits, entranced by the artistry and mystery of life. They are 
lifelong students of this intelligence as it moves through nature, the human body-
heart-mind and the systems and structures that shape our experience of life.

So many of us suffer from a loss of meaningful connection to soul in self, other and 
nature. To compensate, we consume more and more in the vain hope that we can 
fill the hole inside us, trashing ourselves and the planet in the process. The Inner 
Shaman creates the rituals and initiations to reconnect us to the bigger picture in 
which we see how the story we are telling imprisons or liberates our perception. 

In this workshop, in order to continue our healing journey, deepen our 
empowerment and take more responsibility for our lives, we will invoke the 
archetypal and elemental force of the Inner Shaman to support the body-heart-
mind to let go, empty out and remember the soul story we came here to tell. 

Riding on the Inner Shaman’s connection to Entrancement and the Unbroken Force 
of Life, we will challenge the paradigm of separation and remember and deepen our 
connection to the dynamic and delicately balanced web of life to which we belong.

Ya’Acov has been studying and practicing shamanism all his life with many 
gifted teachers, and he brings a wealth of experience and knowledge to his 
work. His workshops are deeply practical and down-to-earth as well as, trans-
formative, catalytic, uplifting and inspiring.

Teaching language: English with German translation

Bruch Turnhalle, Zähringerstrasse 16, 6003 Luzern

Thur. May 30th (Ascension Day) : 3-9pm;  Fri. May 31st: 10-6pm; Sat. June 1st: 9-5pm. 

Cost: CHF 400.- Early booking price with payment of deposit CHF 150.- by April 30th: CHF 350.- 

Early booking price for members of Verein Dynamo Luzern: CHF 325.-

Euro-Zone prices on request. 

The Thursday is included in the 3-day workshop, can also be booked separately if there is space

and costs CHF 133.-

Information, booking and payment:  
Katriona Forrester • www.kf-events.ch • kat@kf-events.ch • (+39) 031 221 279 

Information: www.vereindynamo.ch •  Marco Unternährer for Verein Dynamo Luzern  
(+41) 228 90 10 (office hours only)

Parts of the workshop will be accompanied by live music from  
Ya’Acov and Volker Kaczinski: www.volker-kaczinski.de 


